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Please contact us for your dark web monitoring needs at 

(866) DIG-DOCS or info@digitalmountain.com

 What you don’t see, can hurt you. This is especially 
true of the Dark Web, the World Wide Web’s shadow 
self that exists on darknets and requires special 
software, configurations, or authorizations just to 
see it. With the Dark Web offering all manner of 
stolen data, including intellectual property, financial 
account information, and Clearnet passwords, you 
have to ask yourself: is my organization’s sensitive 
data out where I can’t see it? Are cybercriminals 
lurking in the shadows searching for vulnerable 
spots to attack my network?

Digital Mountain’s Dark Web Monitoring Services 
are exactly what you need to shine a light on the 
Dark Web. Our comprehensive, proprietary darknet 
search engine continuously scours the Dark Web for 
your company’s data among the vast volumes of 
information available. Our services provide:

• Extensive historical data to enhance search   
    accuracy
• Shortened detection time
• Identification of high-risk vulnerabilities attractive                 
 to skilled cyber attackers
• Experienced researchers and protection 
     specialists
• Forum-limitation free processes and tools to go                      
 beyond the average Dark Web search

Data security risk assessments and risk analyses are 
incomplete without the protection of Dark Web 
Monitoring Services. Intellectual property theft can 

Dark Web Monitoring Services

slip by unnoticed without the skills of experienced 
detection teams. At Digital Mountain, we augment 
your existing IT department that may not have the 
time or the expertise to provide customized, 
around-the-clock monitoring of the Dark Web. We 
can simulate a hacker attack of your network to 
assess the security and reliability of your defenses, 
and make suggestions to remediate risks. 

Our team has worked at some of the largest security 
and Fortune 1000 companies, such as E*TRADE, 
Fidelity, and Symantec. Our consultants include 
experts on the darknet, network security, and digital 
forensics, all ready to assist you in protecting your 
valuable data.
 

Digital Mountain is a trusted security advisor to 
proactive organizations seeking a solutions partner 
for data and network security, and for incident 
response if you’re already under attack. Whether 
you’re looking to protect passwords, intellectual 
property, or your organization’s good name, trust 
Digital Mountain to keep you on the right path.


